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• Data produced by ENV RIs such EPOS are standardized and quality-
controlled, which implies long-lasting engagement of the scientific 
communities and dedicated efforts to harmonize data and metadata  

• Data heterogeneity: raw data, data products, software and services  

• Data are generated by monitoring networks and observing systems 
deployed for environmental surveillance, alert, and geo-hazard 
assessment: science for innovation and society 

• Data collected for geo-resources exploitation and anthropogenic hazard 
involve industry and private sector, but also impartiality for public 
goodness 

• Data Value = Utility + Warranty  

Utility: data is useful, harmonized, standardized …… 
Warranty: data is accessible and traceable 

 

 

Data  
Data & service provision from ENV RIs 



• Making data FAIR requires time and resources which are provided by the 
scientific communities involved in data and service provision through RIs 

• RIs also operate Services (storage, accessibility, workflows, processing, 
visualization) that are implemented not solely to access data, but also to 
integrate data as well as to generate new data products through IT resources 

• Metadata standardization requires skills, resources and time and effective 
engagement of the scientific communities in charge of maintaining the data 
and metadata  

• Data interoperability requires effective IT solutions and  resources (human and 
technological) to make data & metadata conceptualized 

• Creating FAIR+R data involves accountability of data providers and data 
provenance 

• Making data Re-usable has legal (licensing, policies), financial (costs of 
storage), governance (maintaining services and access) and technical 
implications 

 

 

FAIR 
Findable, Accessible Interoperable Re-usable 
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ICT Architecture: EPOS readiness toward EOSC 



• According to its functional architecture,  EPOS requires IT resources (storage, 

computing, networking, tools for data management, security, access, remote 

analysis) and access to external e-infrastructure resources is part of a 

sustainable solution 

• EPOS will strive to make its Integrated and Thematic Core Services 

interoperable with the EOSC, and its data and scientific products accessible to: 

o allow researchers from other disciplines discover the suite of EPOS 

services, 

o access cloud computing infrastructures to process and store data and 

scientific products. 

• Virtual research environments are necessary to implement a Service 
Portfolio and develop Computational Earth Science. Where these services 
will be hosted? 

 

EOSC-readiness  
EPOS readiness versus EOSC design and implementation  



IaaS= Infrastructure as a service 

SaaS | DaaS= Software| Data as a Service 

PaaS=Platform as a Service 

Other Services …. 

Courtesy of Jan Bolt & Daniele Bailo 

Where these services are hosted ? 
there may be reasons of privacy, security, 
performance why some of the computing has to be 
within the RI (or within one organization within the RI) 

E-needs 
Heterogeneous Requirements 



Reproducibility requires 

• Cataloguing (metadata)  so the asset can be discovered, contextualised 
and (re-)used 

• Curation so the asset is continuously available 

• Provenance so the user can assess its quality for the purpose from its 
evolution 

This requires rich metadata to ensure that  

• the repetition uses the correct version 

• the context is reproduced in the repetition 

• the repetition is recorded 

 

FAIR + R 
Findable, Accessible Interoperable Re-usable + Reproducible 



• Although EPOS success in identifying Data & Metadata standards, several 
issues still represent a challenge to tackle FAIRness in terms of available 
resources and solutions:  

• Traceability and persistent identifiers 

• Access procedures, ideally by automated means, to data & services 

• Data provenance and traceability (and link to publications) 

• The long-lasting RIs tradition in data & metadata standardization and quality 
control should be preserved as a necessary condition to make data FAIR+R. 

• FAIR is currently described through guiding principles, which certainly 
represent a powerful platform for data sharing and stewardship, but they do 
not address Normative and Governance (and Ethical) issues associated with 
data sharing 

• How EOSC can help in undertaking these tasks? 

• FAIR data cannot be yet an evaluation criteria for ESFRI RIs 

 

      Final Remarks 



EPOS Data and Service Provision 

EPOS ICS-C: 
Enabling discovery and 

access to multidisciplinary 
data, products & services  

EPOS TCS:  
community driven and governed services 



• We should recognize the added value and the innovation potential of data and service 
provision to science and society as an essential contribution to scientific excellence and 
socio-economic impact 

• By their nature ESFRI ENV RIs such EPOS have a long lasting tradition in harmonizing 
pan-European perspectives with national strategies: this is an essential aspect to build 
EOSC. Sustainability implies harmonization with national funding priorities 

• A major challenge is dealing with governance, legal, financial and rights frameworks 
surrounding RIs using e-Is 

• The RIs have IT expertise developing services and data expertise curating data. This 
heritage (in terms of technologies, human capital, skills and cross-disciplinary data & 
services) should be preserved and it represents the solid base to build open science 
through any solution including EOSC 

• EPOS can certainly benefit of facilitated access to external services and computational 
resources. However, this has to respect the role of RIs in interacting with the user 
community to check the fitness to use and the fitness to purpose of the ENVRI 
infrastructure 

 

      Final Remarks 


